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In daily life we fully experience the morning
after. I am writing this with the stuffed feeling of
my Christmas morning after. A headache, some
reflective moments, a frightened moment when
stepping into the real world...
Let’s talk about design. When you are designing,
do you think of the morning after? Are you even
able to design the morning after? Do you think
about the morning after of the experience of
using a product and the morning after of the
product itself? Should you? What will happen?
Lots of questions, no answers. Questions students
are occupied with, especially students of such
a young design school as ours. What is their
identity; will they get a favourable reception
in the design world? What would their morning
after look like?

This year the first students with a bachelor
degree of the department of Industrial Design
Eindhoven have left the refuge of academic
activity and are discovering the real design
world. The right moment for us to write and for
you to read about their morning after.
In the light of this theme the domain home
at the department of Industrial Design will
be emphasized. Some staff members will be
interviewed, projects done in that same domain,
will be reviewed, a design studio has been
visited and of course our great exhibition at the
Dutch Design Week will be discussed. Finally I
would like to take the opportunity to thank all the
people who have cooperated in the development
of this UNID. I hope you will have a great
morning after reading this magazine!

Linde van Ittersum
Chief director
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ou need a place where you
can feel at home. A place
where you can be yourself, where
you can be with the people you
love, a snail’s shell where you can
retract from the world outside and
get some rest. You need a home-base
that you can creatively shape according
to your own whims, a safe place where
you are in control, a stage on which you
play out your personal life. ‘Home making’ is a
universal and basic human need, and an intense
activity that people do all the time – you can see
this in the care with which they choose the clothes
they wear, make pretty pathetic attempts to
‘personalize’ their computers and cars, etc.
‘Home making’ is everywhere!
And sadly, you can also see how terribly
alienated and isolated people feel when they
are in an environment where they cannot make
a home base for themselves: in hospitals, for
instance, or in the old-fashioned office…
Home is the place where you really feel good.
The Home Domain is driven by 17 design tutors
that each bring their own specific expertise to
bear on these very important most personal,
intimate design challenges. We embrace all
these strands of expertise, because ‘home’ is such
an immensely broad subject: ‘Home’ can be an
intimate network of people, friends and family,
that you care for and that support you when
times get rough. And it can be a physical place,

inside or outside the
house where you live.
It can be a feeling
of belonging, brought
about by an intense
community. Or ‘Home’ can
just simply be the feeling of
having a cat on your lap.
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The challenge for the students
in the Home Domain is to design ‘active’ and
intelligent products, and environments that help
people feel at home. This is a formidable task
because affordances of the new technologies
of sensors, computers and actuators now allow
designers, for the first time, to develop designs
that ‘understand’ (guess) what the user wants
and actively engage the user in stimulating
and satisfying interactions. When products and
environments become active (instead of the static
‘things’ they are now), they become social and
cultural players in our lives, they take on their
own personality, as it were. This potentially is
very valuable in the Home domain, but doing
this right requires extremely subtle design work
– especially for this Home domain. The last thing
we humans need is an invasion of ill-conceived
technological monsters into our most private
lives… To develop these new products we need
new designers that are staunchly human-centered
in their approach, and that can create these
new socially and culturally intelligent designs. In
the Home Domain, we challenge our students to
become these new designers.
Kees Dorst
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überzapper
Wouter Reeskamp, Dick Rutten, Eric Toering, Niko Vegt

Always looking for your remote control? Trying to turn on the
television with the remote control for the stereo? Want to turn
on the heat but accidentally dim the lights?
More and more products are being controlled by a remote
control. Instead of having a separate control for each product,
this project focused on creating a different kind of remote,
one to control them: the überzapper.

The Golden Cut
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Of course, these kinds of all-in-one remote controls already exist.
Therefore this überzapper should differ; no grey block that can be
produced for only 50 eurocents. No (if you’re lucky coloured) buttons
that all look the same but all have different functions.
The challenge for the project team was to make an überzapper with
more budget than the regular überzapper, but it should not be very
technical looking. It should become a control that fits in the living room
and becomes a part of the scene; no putting it away in the drawers
of the coffee table or under a pillow on the couch.
In their own Home Lab build out of cardboard, the team tested several first extreme prototypes and combined the strong elements into
a final concept. This concept, called ‘Follo’, has the shape of a pillow.

The technical elements are slightly hidden. The interaction aims on
intuition.
The pillow has a camera to select a device and a display that shows
which device is selected. The camera is controlled by buttons in every
corner. When a device is selected the virtual trails in the display show
the possible changes. By pulling the ribbons the user can change the
parameters until the value wanted is reached.
The concept is still very open. Not enough tests are done to
make it into a concrete final product. Some stages of
redesign are necessary before you can fight over who
will be pulling the strings at your household.
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The results were
presented as a Poster at the Designing
Pleasurable Products and Interfaces
conference in Eindhoven in October 2005
and at the exhibition for the Dutch Design
Week.
The project brief was deliberately very
wide: design an interface appliance that
can control all the parameters of the house
in an UbiComp environment. An approach
is to design not the devices (they are, after
all, miniaturised away and embedded)
but the functions and the interfaces.
The group, consisting of four second year
students, developed a very structured
design approach with many iterations
which is definitely a different way of
working than what is common within
Philips.
Their first prototypes were necessarily
made quick & dirty (they called them
‘provotypes’), nevertheless they gave an

impression of use and user studies were
conducted with them. The same was the
case with the ‘Home Lab’ they built, a 1:1
model of an actual house to live in, made
out of cardboard. This proved to be very
effective; the provotypes including the
house brought us to use the slogan ‘better
a crappy prototype than no prototype’.
Further on, these provotypes were
‘merged’ into two prototypes. This was
debatable, as the client indicates, but
certainly interesting.
After the initial barrage of ideas and
proposals in the first two weeks (!), the
group actually managed to stick to
their time plan (the big spiral) until the
last weeks when there was severe time
pressure to get the final prototype to
work and do user studies with it.

Bert Bongers, coach
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Normally a client commissions somebody to
do something, which in this case was different.
So I had no expectations on what the students
would try to ‘sell’ to me.
The group made a very interesting project
planning that provided me with a good
understanding of the development pattern unfortunately this planning was not referred to
anymore during the project with left me a bit
clueless.
The drive and the enthusiasm of the group
helped to overcome scepticism on the lack of
control in the project, even more so when they
used an impressive consumer segmentation
model to base their concept development on.
It was confusing to discover the concepts were
not developed further based on the model; I
lost track. For a client is crucial to be able to
follow the team in their process, being able to
understand their reasoning in order to embrace
the final result.
The visual ‘dress up’ of the presentation was
excellent; as a client I was very much impressed.
As a client I enjoyed the treat, but the result left
me with a headache.
Jan-Erik Baars, client
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Simone Maase

“I want to surprise people, raise questions and
discuss the need for products”

Simone Maase has been working at the department of Industrial
Design since 2003, and has done almost everything an education
employee at ID can do. She coached first, second and third year
students, was part of the team who developed competency four:
socio-cultural awareness. She is best known by students though, for
being assignor and part-time researcher working on socio-cultural
issues. Especially sustainability and co-creation processes for the
development of bottom-up sustainable solutions. She has been
working on the European Emerging User Demands for Sustainable
Solutions project together with Politecnico Milano and six other
design schools from all over Europe.
Besides her work at our faculty, Simone also teaches at the Utrecht school
of the Arts, and has a studio in Amsterdam. In this studio she creates
products that combine crafts materials, mostly ceramics, and technology.
Her aim is not to hide this technology, but to integrate it in the physical
appearance of a product and its use. Examples of her products are
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porcelain cups and carafes with glazed golden lines on the outside. These
lines are both decoration and conduct low-voltage currents. Electronic
circuits are built on top of the ceramic piece. Once you pick up or fill
the cup or you start drinking, the electric circuit is closed, and a LED will
lighten up.
In the past Simone worked in various industrial design settings: at a
design office, in a company and abroad. She designed furniture, seats
for public transport and bedroom concepts. Nowadays she prefers
working with craft materials and methods instead of with highly
industrialized production methods. She no longer considers herself to be
an industrial designer pur sang, nor an artist. The objects she designs
are functional or create an interaction with the user. ‘I want to surprise
people, raise questions and discuss the need for products and the way
we consume them.’ Her aim for the future is to create more awareness
and find out how designers and intelligent products can contribute to
sustainable development.

photo by Allard Willemse
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“give a problem as input, and fifty ideas
will roll out in the blink of an eye”
Another new face in the core team of the Home domain: Casper
Koomen. Since last September, Casper is a first years coach, and
assignor of two creativity assignments. This fits his background:
Casper was part of the company PinguinXL, and now owns his
own company in concept development, called Combustic. He calls
himself an idea machine: give a problem as input, and fifty ideas
will roll out in the blink of an eye.

Casper Koomen
His dream is to create an idea-lab someday, where different disciplines
come together, and make innovation reality in an experimental way. Not
knowing what’s about to happen each day, bringing variation in life is
one of his aims. Since Casper is a person who, once his goal is clear, will
go out of his way to reach that goal, this dream may come true someday.
An example is a film he and four others once made without any budget,
which made it to the Rotterdam Filmfestival
Until his idea-lab is created, Casper will (among other things) work at our
faculty, which he considers a good addition to his work for Combustic.
At his own company he works on his own, while here at ID, he has
colleagues and the students with whom he can exchange inspiration and
information. He feels that he can learn from the way students handle
certain problems, and is inspired by the way they dare to experiment.
He likes to challenge students who are confident about their work, by
giving them another direction, so that they will rethink their ideas and
continue to improve. According to Casper, working side by side on the
students’ development is the best way to stimulate creativity.

Reyna Perdomo Marrero “Your body indicates if you feel at home”
Reyna Perdomo Marrero is attracted
by different professions; dance and
choreography, graphic design, multimedia
design and art history. She decided to
study all and to combine them in her own
company. She alternates choreography
assignments with graphic design, and
sometimes combines them.

She was asked to join the department by
an acquaintance who only knew her as a
multimedia designer. She was placed in the
domain Home and she was very pleased
with this. She believes her work - especially
as a choreographer and dancer - relates to
this domain. ‘Your body indicates if you feel
at home’.
Reyna once made a choreography which
was called ‘Home, sweet home’. It was about
being in different rooms, each with a different
atmosphere and different actions. If she had
to create a dance for the domain Home, she
would let dancers act as users and let them
create different shapes and actions and
manipulations of these shapes.

Working with students is inspiring to her. She
finds it stimulating to notice how eager the
students are to learn, to do things and to
develop themselves.
‘Designing never stops. To me it is not a
profession, but a life, a vocation. Design,
for me, is about making things better. Even
though it sounds just like Philips, it is true.
There are so many things to improve and I
have so many things to say to people!’
Reyna likes to do body awareness sessions
for designers, to get them out of their daily
routine. She believes dance can help to
understand design better. ‘It creates feeling
for our body and how it is used, making us
more aware of our body and helping us to
make design more organic.’
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escapismsymposium

On the 26th of September 2005 Lucid and
Industrial Design had their first Symposium
with as topic ‘Escapism’. Escapism is defined
as escaping everyday life, temporarily getting
away from all her worries and obligations. This
can range from reading a book or watching a
movie to creating a second identity in an online
role playing game or starting a relationship
with a robot.
Recreation is almost always, in a certain way, a
form of escapism. However, recreation is often
considered from a “Homo Ludens” point of view
and not considered to be escapism. The need to
escape everyday life could be a much greater
motivation for recreation, or at least lie at the root
of it. It takes a big piece of context into account
that is easy to oversee otherwise, which brings a
whole set of social factors into the equation, making
it an interesting subject for further investigation.
By defining escapism through discussion, for us, it
widened the scope of entertainment design, making
psychology, philosophy, sociology and art part of
the design process.
To give us more insights in this phenomenon, raise
interest for the subject and by doing so, making a
first step towards researching it, a symposium has
been organised by the Lucid committee in charge
of the research project Design and Escapism. The
symposium started off with four lectures, after which
the subject was further discussed in three separate
workshops. Basically these workshops were the start
of the research project Design and Escapism.
Students, staff members, designers and people
from the industry were invited to together
discuss and brainstorm about the subject
Escapism. To keep the research concrete three
sub-categories were defined within the theme
of Escapism; Virtual Entertainment, Instant
Thrills and Affective Robots.

Kees Dorst, Domain Manager of the unit Home at
Industrial Design, was keynote-speaker, dealing with
the general concept of escapism. He introduced
the subject with clear examples and interesting
questions, showing there might be several ‘worlds’
in your experience. The fact that people need to
escape from daily life in whatever way given is
interesting, especially for us as designers.
Evert Hoogendoorn, head of the department
Game Design and Development at the HKU,
lectured about the subject virtual entertainment,
in which many people are spending their time in
a virtual world and how it actually influences our
daily life. For example the auctioning of virtual
assets for real United States dollars or dressing up
as your favourite manga hero passed in review.
Cynthia Hathaway, member of the funlab at the
Design Academy spoke about Las Vegas and its
relation to instant thrills. The fantasy world called
Las Vegas accommodates certain needs, with a
strong link to escapism. Examples ranged from
light advertisement to underground estates with
real trees growing underground. Cynthia used
beautiful illustrations to accommodate her story.
Christoph Bartneck, member of the unit Entertainment
at Industrial Design, introduced us to the world of
robots. He introduced the ‘uncanny valley’ theory,
which describes the affectiveness of a robot
according to the realism. In this theory unrealistic
robots can be very affective as well as very realistic
robots, though somewhere in between this process is
the ‘uncanny valley’ where the affectiveness ops due
to the freakiness of appearance.
As said before the day ended with three separate
workshops which were the starting point for the
research project. Recently the Design and Escapism
group has visited Japan to experience their
extreme entertainment industry, as well as conduct
workshops with Japanese designers and companies,
which has proven to be a very interesting trip with
a lot of inspiration. With no doubt, in the future,
there will be more to read on the research done in
Japan and possible conclusions.

XX
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Personally I sometimes feel as though I never graduated.
In a positive manner that is - I was actually ‘headhunted’
by Philips as a student and was offered a job in
Eindhoven 3 months before I graduated. So, within a
month of completing my studies I suddenly found myself
a professional designer working in a large multinational
company getting used to the idea of living in the
Netherlands! So my personal experience of life after
study was almost literally the morning after!

P

G

Gavin Proctor

Unid Home3.indd 11

What I’ve learned however is that one never stops
learning. I was given the skills of being an industrial
designer as a student but other than a number of
internships I had never really had the experience of
applying those skills to serious business.
In hindsight I didn’t truly understand what design was
until many years after I graduated. I hadn’t seriously
started to think about why we design, about how design
communicates meaning, about how design builds on
people insights in order to relevance and meaning to
the physical world around us, about how truly multidisciplinary design needs to be. In my student days I
was a form-giver; I studied peoples’ needs and solved
problems through ideas and concepts. I turned my ideas
into beautiful objects which could be manufactured but I
didn’t look much beyond this.
One of the most exciting aspects of now being involved
here at Eindhoven University of Technology is the fact
that I see young designers being brought up here to be
very different than I was originally. I’m amazed at the
broad number of competences students here at Industrial
Design are expected to acquire. Over 20 years I’ve
become expert in a number of these competences but
I still remain a novice in others even today – so I learn
from the students.
Gavin Proctor
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1.

interview |’ intər, vyoō| noun

interview
• a conversation between a journalist and a person of public interest,
used as the basis of a publication. •

Joris van Gelder is one of the first generation
of Industrial Design students. His bachelor
internship was at Sinot product design, but for
his personal development he decided to also
do an internship at Fabrique in Delft, one of
the biggest design firms in the Netherlands,
with about 70 employees divided in 7
different design teams, Fabrique tries to
deliver a full service of Industrial, Graphic,
Spatial and New Media Design.

Why did you choose Fabrique for your
internship?
Kees Dorst convinced me to do a second
internship at Fabrique, after I had applied
there on my own initiative. Apart from that, I
wanted to do an internship in “De Randstad”
and the Netherlands in general. I called
them for a meeting, which proved to be very
nice, with very enthusiastic people. They
might be doing several bigger projects and
would like me to help out with those, but if
they would not get them they were afraid
that they would have too little work. This
proved to be the case, so I decided to keep
looking, which is how I ended up with Sinot.
I did stay in contact with Fabrique, so that
then they contacted me at a later stage I
was able to join them for an internship.
What is a big difference between your
previous internship and the internship
at Fabrique?

Unid Home3.indd 12

The organizations are quite different,
especially in the way that they handle
projects. With Sinot, the opinion of the art
director was very important, with Fabrique,
even when I had a different idea than the
art director, my idea could still be used. The
structure here is much more divided up in
different roles; a designer for the ideas and
the models, a project manager for the direct
contact with the customers and the financial
aspect and an art director for managing the
creative process.
Do you need certain personality traits to
perform a certain role?
Not necessarily, but what you do notice is
that having two art directors on one project
is very hard, as their opinions often conflict.
What Fabrique specializes in is being a
full service bureau, meaning that if a client
would give them a project, not only will
Fabrique design the product, it will also
develop the accompanying branding and
new media support for the products. This is
their advantage of not only having industrial
design, but also graphic and new media
design.

20-2-2006 9:23:45

4.

2.
3.

Examples of projects Joris co-operated on at Fabrique. 1. Zaanstad Information Centre interior 2. Signing new Effenaar 3. Nike Shop-in-Shop concept 4. Concept Simple Minds stage

What were skills that you learned at
Industrial Design that you have found very
useful for your internship?
What I have found very useful were the
design tools, like being able to use Illustrator,
Photoshop, 3d Studio Max, so that I can
quickly develop ideas and clarify things,
which is also very much appreciated.
Conceptual thinking and having a design
vision were two things that were also very
important, as well as being able to control
the design process and being able to
work in a team. This also sometimes meant
developing somebody else’s idea instead of
your own.
What were skills you did not need at all?
My direction for this internship was product
design. I did not do so much with hand
drawing; I would do a small sketch and
then develop it in a 3d rendering package.
Rendering by hand is something which is
definitely no longer required, as almost
everything is rendered in 3d. Another thing I
did not really use was production technology,
as it is generally just theory that you pick
up quite easily and you will always need
to talk to engineers who will correct what
you were saying. In general though, the

bachelor actually linked quite well to my
internship, although something that I did
get to experience where the political and
commercial interests that influence the design
process as well. I would have liked some
more branding in my bachelor’s degree.
What did you contribute to Fabrique?
Fabrique are very open to new ideas and
projects, I did the design for a number of
new products. I contributed with visualizing
these ideas, especially in 3d max, which was
very useful for interior design projects. I also
got to go with the team on presentations
at clients, which surprisingly are not much
different from Industrial Design, although the
decisions are much more important. These
presentations are however much more about
making the sale; with Industrial Design the
process is very important, with Fabrique the
story with the product is very important, what
is the competition, what is the market, what is
the company and from there why this product
is the right solution.
What is the worst job that you had to do at
your internship company?
At Sinot I almost had to paint the walls after
a fire and I had to drive into Utrecht at

half past four to pick something up. Here at
Fabrique I did not really have to do anything
terrible, although I had to do some boring
work, like checking stickers one by one that
had to be mailed to a customer. But this is
a natural part of the work; obviously not
everything you do can always be fun.
What is it like working in Delft, coming
from the “enemy” Eindhoven?
First of all, people who thought I came from
the design academy would say: “Oh so
you make little concepts?”. After I was able
to clear up that misunderstanding people
actually had a lot of genuine interest; those
people that had heard of Industrial Design
were actually quite positive, saying things
like that they had heard a lot of good things
about it.
Would you like to work at Fabrique when
you graduate?
In terms of atmosphere, I would definitely like
to work at Fabrique, although content wise it
is very much focused on design. I therefore
think it is good to do two further years
of education and I do not exclude doing
something more in the lines of technology
and interaction.
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When asked to name a design city, Eindhoven is probably not
the first name to pop-up in your mind. However, for the past
three years designers in Eindhoven have been working on the
city’s image. One of the initiatives to promote the city has been
the Dutch Design Week (formerly Week Van Het Ontwerp).
During one week in October, Eindhoven is the set for all kinds of
design expositions and workshops where designers and design
students from the region Eindhoven show their work to the public.
In the past three years this week has grown out to an event that
attracts more than 40.000 visitors.

The ambition of the Design Platform Eindhoven (DPE), the
organization of this event, reaches much further then just a local
design event. Their aim is to make Eindhoven internationally known
as the design city of Europe. As a first step towards this goal, they
changed the name of the design week into Dutch Design Week. The
latest addition to this goal is the acknowledgement of Bruxelles to
proclaim Eindhoven as the design capital of Europe, 2006.
What makes Eindhoven so special that it deserves the title of
design capital? According to John Lippinkhof, director of the
DPE, there are at least two reasons. The first reason is that the
DDW emerges from the designer’s point of view and not from
a marketing perspective. A recent survey amongst designers in
Eindhoven also shows that they consider Eindhoven to be ready
as design capital of Europe. The second reason is the technology
industry in Eindhoven, which is reflected in the design. For some
designers however, it is the industry that is still missing at the DDW.
This years design week showed remarkable growth again, by
becoming more like a fair and less like an exposition.
Besides the big exhibitions and lectures organized by the Design
Academy, TNO and Philips, Eindhoven also hosted the Dutch
Design Awards smaller expositions and creative outlets like
‘London calling’ and TAC Hotel. All of this contributed to a certain
vibe in Eindhoven that week.
With the support of the department, Lucid participated in the
DDW again. A special committee of Lucid organized a student
exhibition under the name Hocus Pocus User Focus. What made
the exhibition stand out was the fact that most projects on display
were interactive. The visitors could explore the concepts made by
the students by playing with them and experiencing it themselves.

photography by Bart van Overbeeke

The exhibited work includes a lamp enabling light to be
‘moulded’, a microphone with functions like distortion and pitch
control giving you the tools to control your voice like an instrument
and a vending machine with the semantics of a bartender.
Of course, not everything was perfect yet. The robustness of
the prototypes was not always satisfactory and a lot of time
was spent on keeping the exhibition going. The added value of
having interactive prototypes was enough to compensate for this
though. According to John Lippinkhof, the Lucid exhibition has the
potential to become a competitor to the graduation show of the
design academy.
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Rob Zimmermann Education VWO-b,
Propaedeutics in Philosophy
Activities Coach domain Home,
Building kinetic sculptures, Special
effects for film and theatre, Scenery
building Expertise Building objects,
Combining and synchronizing of
various technical systems Link www.
elconstructor.nl

Reyna Perdomo Marrero Activities
Coach domain Home, Own designdance-multimedia company Expertise
Connection between dance and design, Multimedia and Graphic design

Casper Koomen Activities Coach
domain Home, Own design agency
‘Combustic’ Expertise Concept development, Combination of user- and
trend research, Graphical work
Link www.combustic.nl

Simone Maase Activities Coach
domahin Home, Teacher at the College of Art in Utrecht, Ceramics studio Expertise Sustainable development, Product development in crafts
materials like wood and ceramics

Gavin Proctor Activities Coach domain Home, Director Design Research
at Philips Design, Building a collaborative design research community
Expertise Product strategy, ideation,
creation and development - Understanding brand design and communications design - End user research
- Socio-cultural studies and analysis,
developing user scenarios and narratives - Experience design and prototyping

Kees Dorst Activities Domain Manager Home, Researcher, Co-coordinator
of the Master, Teacher at the Masters
of the Design Academy Eindhoven,
Editor of Items, Consultant for various
institutions and companies, Writer of
columns and books Expertise Design in
the broad sense of the word

Joachim Karelse Activities Coach
domain Home, Own architectural
agency since 2000, Author for various
magazines, Co-designer of VILLA_NL
building system Expertise Architecture,
Urbanism, Product development in
building field Link www.karelseaptroot.
nl

René Paré Activities Coach domain
Home, Design agency ‘Grafico de
Poost’, Project agency ‘MAD emergent art center’ in Eindhoven Expertise Information- and communication
concepts, Styling/branding of products
and services, Connections between
art and technology, Domotica / user
interfaces Link www.pare.dse.nl

Flip Ziedses Des Plantes Activities
Coach domain Home, Own design
agency Expertise Concept development - Product design
Link www.fzdp.com
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Stefan de Bever Activities Coach
domain Home, Director of De Bever
Architecten and Heeldebever
Expertise Architecture
Link www.debeverarchitecten.nl,
www.heeldebever.com

h

Wina Smeenk Activities Program
Manager domain Home, Designer
at Contour-IDS Expertise Design
Link www.contour-ids.nl

Jun Hu Activities Assistant
professor, Coach domain
Home, Researcher in DI
group Expertise Computer
science, User-system
interaction, Distributed
multimedia
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Panos Markopoulos Activities
Member of domain Home, Teaching
for Masters ID, Teaching at the postgraduate programme on User System
Interaction, Giving the seminar on Privacy and Ambient Intelligence for the
Schouten School Expertise Awareness
Systems, Interaction Design, User issues
in ambient intelligence, User profiling
and task analysis, Software engineering for interactive systems

Elise van den Hoven Activities Coach
domain Home, Execution of scientific
research, The organization of conferences (currently: Persuasive 06)
Expertise Embodied Interaction, which
is a combination of Social Computing
and Tangible Interaction

who is who

Simone de Waart Activities Coach
domain Home, Intermediator for
collaboration with the Design Academy,
Own design studio Loods 5 Ontwerpers
since 1997 Expertise Space related
design, Materials and design
Link www.loods5ontwerpers.com

Berry Eggen Activities Full Professor at ID Department, Head
of User Centered Engineering
(UCE) research group, Chairing
the board of the Design Platform Eindhoven Expertise The
auditory modality, both speech
and non-speech
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Debby Vorstenbosch, 3rd year project
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How to read then, when there is no
book? The search for alternatives
began. It soon came down to two
options: e-books or audio books. Since
it seems that people do not want to
spend their salaries or student grants
on devices needed to read e-books, the
choice was made: audio books it was!
Soon, the product to be became more
than just a reading device. Neither
reading, nor bathing is most important,
relaxation is. How can reading in bath
become even more relaxing?

The final concept, called Aquareader,
is a waterproof ball that floats in the
water. An mp3-player is placed in
the ball, as well as coloured LEDs and
speakers. The user has to interact with
the ball in a playful way; no buttons but
actions (turning, tilting and squeezing)
control the audio book.
No more wet books or awkward
reading racks; get ready for a
waterproof story with the Aquareader!

‘When looking at Debby’s project from the
perspective of Choreography of Interaction,
which is my field of appraisal, I think she
introduced an appealing way to create a
dynamic world for stories. I can imagine how
her simple product - a ball of light and sound
- engages and motivates an interaction with its
bathing listener, the water and the space they
are in together, evoking a fantasy world.
It tickles my imagination and I am very curious
to see how Debby will realize this concept,
how she will bring it to life and convince us of
its potential to activate this story world. That
is the essential and challenging step she is
making now. I wish her a lot of success and fun
making and testing a variety of models.’

Jun Hu, coach

Unfortunately, this bubble bursts.
Reading in bath comes down to books
getting wet, unreadable or even ruined.
Moreover, holding the book above the
water all the time does not contribute to
a feeling of relaxation at all. Hence, the
book has to go!

In spas, colour is used for its mental
influence. Warm colours (red, orange,
yellow) stimulate and energize the body
and mind, whereas cool colours (blue,
indigo and violet) are known for their
relaxing effect.
This last effect has been used in the
concept. Blue, indigo and violet lights
react on the sound of the audio book
since the intenisty and the colours of
the lights depend on the volume and
frequency of the audio. In this way, the
lights intensify the story and enhance
the experience.

Sietske Klooster, expert

Could you think of anything nicer
than to relax in bath with your
favourite book?
Reading about the latest adventures
of Harry Potter or daydreaming about
the love life of Doctor John and Nurse
Mary, while washing your hair or
messing about with the bath foam.

‘It is difficult to talk about the feasibility
of the deliverables, as they are not yet
achieved. But I do think there is a market
for the Aquareader. The idea started from
a simple fact: people like to read their
favourite stories, even when they take a
bath. Instead of books, they would like to
have something that is waterproof, safe,
tells stories and brings more fun to the bath
experience. Aquareader is Debby’s answer.
The concept is based not only on such a need,
but also the input from the target user group,
which have put this concept on the right track
towards a successful product. Debby is still
challenged to find a good balance between
functionality, interactivity, form, material, and
costs. And Debby is ready for this challenge.’

RE A D E R
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“Does the market really want over a
hundred alternatives for one product?”

Stefan de Bever
Stefan de Bever is director/architect of two
companies: a family company called De
Bever Architects, and Heeldebever, a company
he runs with his wife Heleen van Heel who
coaches at the domain Entertainment. He also
works as a first-years’ coach in the Domain
Home since September of 2005.

His main activity is proclaiming his own
ideas to principals, clients, advisors
and students. Stefan does not have a
mainstream opinion. A statement as ‘the
process is more important than the end
result’ makes you suspect Stefan is already
established in the department; that he
might have taken over the department’s
opinion. Don’t be fooled though; Stefan has
interesting, original insights. He believes
that it is not a problem at all not to know
what you want, as long as you are sure
about what you do not want.
Gadgets, trendy, new things don’t fit his
beliefs. Making a hundred different chairs
appears completely foolish to him, there
is an overkill of products and stuff and he
does not see the point. Does the market
really want over a hundred alternatives
for one product?
According to Stefan, products should be
long-lasting. Buildings have a lifespan

of more than 50 years; designers should
pursuit products that can last for that long
as well.
Considering the world from an architectural
point of view, Stefan sees a wide diversity
in building constructions and urban plans;
individualism can be thanked for this.
Nevertheless, he would like to see more
harmony in public spaces instead of this
diversity. Harmony can be achieved by
working together, coincidently the part of
the education at the department of Industrial
Design he appreciates most.
Stefan was surprised by the enthusiasm of
the first year students. He appreciated this,
since this is the time for students to get what
they want out of their life and to learn and
do what they want. Taking initiative and
reflect on their learning process, are two
things Stefan stimulates the students to do.

René Paré “When do you cross the line of escorting students too much?”

Via the Design Platform Eindhoven René knows
Berry Eggen who introduced him to our faculty.
René has worked at the Technical University
ground before; at the multimedia pavilion and
the office centre. At the faculty he is a firstyears’ coach and competency coach and he also
develops new projects for the domain Home.
He believes he fits the domain Home because
he has experience with domotica. He also
likes to be in this domain since he thinks it is a
base domain; from home-domain it is easy to
broaden interests to other domains.

René has some experience with working
with interns, so coaching students is not new
to him. Nevertheless he enjoys working
with students at our faculty; he believes
the competency directed learning is very
refreshing and efficient. Finding the right
way to coach the students – when do you
cross the line of escorting students too
much? - is a challenge.

Besides working at the faculty, René is the
director of a graphic design company
– Grafico de Poost. This is a company not
only specialized in graphic design but in
interactive media as well. This is something
René has always been interested in ever since
he graduated from the Design Academy.

René is also connected to MAD emergent art
center, of which he was co-founder ten years
ago. The activities of the emergent art center
have since evolved into three main activities.
It is meant as a place where artists can get
help with technology. It is also a place where
they can present their emergent art, which is
mostly a combination between cutting edge
technology and cultural development. Last
but not least it is a platform where artists,
scientists and engineers can meet and inspire
each other. He hopes that MAD will have
more influence in the future and will improve
the communication between Philips Research,
the university and artists.
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Rob Zimmermann “If no one else can help, think of Rob Zimmermann”
A random writer, a mouth-enlarging helmet and a robotic arm
that hand out cigarettes. Results of the latest Industrial Design
projects? Not quite! It is the work of one of the new coaches at the
domain Home. Rob Zimmermann has been working at this faculty
since September. He got in touch with the faculty through a former
colleague, who had connections here in Eindhoven.
Working with students is new to Rob, but he enjoys it a lot. He hopes that
he can support them in thinking about the content of the design process,
not taking everything for granted, but considering their steps in order
to reach their goals. His contribution to the Home domain is supported
by his own work; his own objects comment on rituals and automatism or
unconscious behaviour and the way we deal with technology. Rituals can
also be found in the way in which intelligent products work, or in the way
that people deal with these products.

After getting his propaedeutic degree in philosophy, Rob decided that
it was time to do something else. Creating with his hands was something
he has always liked and his first job was at a company that builds
motor homes. Gaining experience and learning welding techniques was
possible there, but still not satisfactory. He could get a job with theatre
group named ‘Dogtroep’ as welder of décor constructions. After a while
he started designing those constructions as well. Finally he could use
his creativity. That is when he started building strange objects like the
shooting machine and helmet mentioned earlier.
Currently Rob is, besides a coach, an autonomous artist. He rebuilds some
of his older ideas, and works on new kinetic constructions. He also helps
other artists with their constructions, when they cannot build them on their
own. Important to remember: if you ever have a construction problem,
and if no one else can help, think of Rob Zimmermann!

Although he is a coach, working with students is not a one-way process to
Rob. Students give him information on interesting products or exhibitions,
from which he can get inspiration. He uses this for inspiration in his own work.
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NOW
[nationaal ontwerp weekend]

Bermuda Air, NOW we have a problem!
The national design weekend was a great success with 70
people of all the different study associations from all over
the Netherlands. They went to Enschede for a nice time and
a good learning experience. The theme of the weekend was
‘Bermuda Air, NOW we have a problem’. Friday evening
every participant boarded an airplane and Saturday
morning in the sports centre, where they had spent the night,
they were awakened by a crash on a deserted island.
After that, they were instructed by the aircrew about what
to do on the island. One group was told to flee, one to make
contact and one to make the island their own habitat. This
briefing, combined with the help of the mentors from The
Hague, Delft and Enschede, got everybody on their way ,
developing a camp fitting their briefing.
During the work they were entertained with a movie, a tour
in a centre where alternative power supplies are developed
and a 70 people twister game.
On Sunday the jury arrived and assessed the camps. This
jury consisted of J.W. Drukker from Delft, Arthur Eger from
Enschede en Irene van Peer from Eindhoven. After the
presentations, J.W. Drukker announced the winning design,
which was a model of a distinctive Bermuda triangle, easily
detectable from the air.
Ties Bunt
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GAVIN PROCTOR

I’m sure that Industrial Design students are aware by
now of the importance of a portfolio. If you don’t have a
portfolio yet, start compiling one – physically or on-line.
Your portfolio is your communication tool, it tells about
who you are, what you can do, how you do it and what
you want to do in the future. These are the main questions
in the mind of any interviewer. A portfolio need not be
a series of glossy images of finished products. It should
show the process you have followed to solve problems
and help explain why you reached certain solutions.
It should demonstrate the breadth of your knowledge,
skills and capabilities and should service as a talking
point – a point of departure which enables another
level of conversation about yourself as an individual,
your interests, your thoughts and views about design. It’s
important to be able to talk about design – about the
things that you have designed as well as about the design
of others. It’s important to have a point of view about
things and to be able to express that, take a position
on something and say what you believe in. Say what
you have learned and what you still have to learn. Last
piece of advice – say what you can offer, be positive
about yourself. Once again, as I reflect on this, I realize
again how Industrial Design at Eindhoven University
of Technology is preparing students for the above by
enabling them to become self aware through the process
of self evaluation. I hope this offers a few words of
encouragement to all students at Industrial Design – when
your morning after comes I believe we have helped
prepare you all well for it.
Gavin Proctor
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While relaxing at the temporary lounge cafe FFFES in the light tower during the Dutch Design
Week I was looking at a presentation called Made in Eindhoven Region. It was organized by Design
Connection Eindhoven (DCE). A name I never heard of before. So I asked around in my neighborhood
for an explanation, but nobody could tell me what it was, or what it was for. The DCE website was also
a bit vague in explaining the difference with Design Platform Eindhoven, an organization I did already
know. So I ended my quest at the table of Berry Eggen, the chairman of Design Platform Eindhoven. He
told me this ‘all-explaining’ story:

DPE, DCE, EDC, VOE,
‘Maybe it is good to start by telling a piece of history: In
Eindhoven there has always been a lot of interest amongst
designers to organize things together. The idea was that we, as
designers, could better identify possibilities to collaborate and
help each other, by telling each other what we’re doing. Eventually
that has become the ‘VormgeversOverleg Eindhoven’ (VOE). It
also was the start of a special design event: the Day of Design. At
that time, I worked at the NatLab in a group of researchers that
was busy with interaction design and closely worked together with
designers. That is how I got involved in the Day of Design.
There were all sorts of organisations in the ‘VormgeversOverleg
Eindhoven’ that were rather big organisations: TNO, Philips, TUE,
and they all had serious interest in design. They all wanted to
contribute their ideas to the Day of Design with their experience
and that is how the Design Platform Eindhoven (DPE) came about.
The Day of Design became a Design Week. The Design Week
grew: 5000 visitors, 10000 and 44000 now. During such a week
many new promising ideas and initiatives emerge like the idea for

starting a Material Sense Library. The DPE stimulated and actively
helped such good initiatives to become more concrete. In this
particular case, DPE has financed a feasibility study. This showed
that there were more parties in the Eindhoven region that would
want to support such a material library initiative.
But DPE encountered problems because as an organisation it is
just too small to be able to professionally support such initiatives.
If there is such an interesting possibility passing by, you actually
want to support it completely, but the DPE has neither the capacity
nor the expertise to do that. For example an organisation like NV
Rede could do that a lot better.
Now there is Horizon which is a project development organisation.
What does Horizon do? It listens carefully to the needs of potential
business people (designers included), it has a very good network in
the business world and in various ways they start up projects. If those
projects finally can run independently, Horizon takes of their hands
and focuses its attention to new opportunities for business initiatives.
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Horizon spotted from the beginning that something should happen
with that design. Remember, DPE also just started. There have
been close contacts between DPE and DCE and there has been
communication back and forth a lot. Initially, this went somewhat
slow. Horizon also had been looking with DPE if there should be a
Design Institute in Eindhoven. But because DPE did not support the
idea, it never happened.
When I became chairman of the DPE, it was one of my first tasks to
improve the communication between DPE and Horizon concerning
the design institute. I created a taskforce which investigated how
the Design Platform Eindhoven should transform itself into the
Design Connection Eindhoven. We then thought that we would
merge into the DCE. But that scenario was not the final one. In the
end, it was decided that the DCE should focus more on economical
activities whereas the DPE should continue to focus on its ‘podium’
function.
DPE is a rather small organisation. So far, the Dutch Design Week
is our most important activity, In the future we definitely will

organize more activities, but it will always be activities where
we present design to the public: Regionally, Nationally and
Internationally. Most important is that designers can show their
work to the public, to companies and to their colleagues.
If we spot interesting initiatives during the week that show high
economical potential, we inform DCE. Then DCE will talk to those
people and tries to arrange financial support and facilities for
them. In this scenario DPE focuses on the week and some other
podium activities, and DCE, under management of NV Rede,
facilitates in setting up business projects.
Examples of starting projects of DCE are: The Material Sense
Library, Design Incubator and the exhibition Made in Eindhoven
Region. The Design Incubator is especially interesting for our
students: for example when they finish their studies. It is an initiative
from professionals to help young starting designers to set up their
own company. For more information: look at the website of Design
Connection Eindhoven.’
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By Ingeborg Janssen Reinen
The theme of this Unid, ‘the morning after’, suggests that something
serious happened the ‘day before’. In the movie ‘the morning after’
(1986, directed by Sidney Lumet, with Jane Fonda and Jeff Bridges), this
serious event was a murder. In asking me to reflect on the theme in this
Unid and discuss in that reflection the changes that were implemented
in the Faculty last summer. I do feel that these changes were ‘serious’
but they cannot be seen as ‘murder’. Or should I see this opportunity
more like the weblogs on internet with the name ‘the day after’ (there
are quite a number), in which people comment with some delay on
events that happened in the world or in their lives. I’ll take that latter
opportunity.

“creating the ultimate faculty”

Over summertime, we decided to implement some changes in the
organisation of the Bachelors. Where we used to work with 6 units,
headed by unit managers, we decided to continue with four ‘domains’
headed by a couple, consisting of a domain and program manager. Why
make these changes, even though we are not yet ready with the complete
building process of the Faculty? I feel that it is always good to try to stay
critical towards the ‘building’ you are creating. Like ‘building through
design’: creating the ultimate Faculty through iterative cycles, in which
regular evaluation is an important step. This critical look at the internal
organisation revealed that we should try and give each domain more
its own flavour, put it more clearly on the map, and also build stronger
relationships with particular clients. In continuing with four domains it is
possible to strengthen the focus of the Faculty with its mission directed
towards creating intelligent products, systems and services.

My vision for the (near) future is that every student should see a clear
difference when moving from one domain to the other at the start of
each new project. The domain you work in should be more than just a
working place for your project time. Besides doing your project, you
get some more insight into the issues that shape a domain’s distinctive
flavour. In the ‘home’ area of Industrial Design, for instance, an expert
may be invited to talk about ‘feeling at home even when you’re not’. In
specifically asking the domain manager to initiate this, together with
the core team, an interesting debate arises among staff and students in
the domain, but also with potential experts or clients. This debate will
generate a number of themes from which we can learn. In doing so, I
expect students will become more closely involved in the issues that play
a role in the society as a whole, but also in companies and organisations
where our students will continue their professional career they have
initiated at our Faculty.
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The morning after

By Kees Dorst
On the day after, you always know what you
should have done the day before…
Only when events have passed, you can think back and reflect upon what
has happened. A lot of the learning that is part of life tends to happen
AFTER the fact. Which is a real shame, actually. If things have gone
wrong, this reflection after the fact can lead to intense feelings of regret
and guilt: ‘I wish I had… I wish I hadn’t …’ Feelings that do very little for
you, except make you completely miserable.
But how can you learn BEFORE the fact? Is that possible at all? I guess
the only way to learn before the fact is to set up experiments. Design is
full of these little experiments: this is why you make series of sketches,
gradually moving from the very rough to the very detailed. You learn
about your design from all these sketches, and by doing so you avoid
making a prototype right away, at considerable effort and expense. All
these sketches are just attempts to learn before the fact, to investigate
the design without actually making it.
The same can be done for the design process. Creative minds at Stanford
University have developed a design method that entails first doing a
complete design project very quickly, in just a few days, before doing it
properly. The quick run-through of the design project helps the designers

in many different ways: (1) it helps you to get rid of the first ideas (they
are seldom the best) (2) you get a feeling for the problem, for the kinds of
knowledge you are going to need, and for the possibilities in the design
area, and (3) in the very intense, brief project you get to know the client
and the design team very well. All these learning points can be picked up,
and the knowledge gained can be used for the real project run.
Dutch design firms call such a two-day project a ‘pressure cooker’ session.
In the Home domain we are experimenting with this approach in the
second-year projects, with some varying degrees of success. We found
that organizing a project in such a way takes a lot of preparation, and
that the ‘pressure cooker’ session itself is a lot of fun… But it turns out
that it is really hard to formulate the lessons from the ‘pressure cooker’
session, to be taken into the real project. And students report that it is
very hard to let go of the first ideas you generated in the ‘pressure
cooker’. Still, we need to keep working on this: the development of
intelligent products and environments is a very complex design task,
one that we can only do successfully if we know how to build a lot of
experiments and learning into the very core of our design projects.
Only then can we learn on the day before all the things we would not
like to discover the day after…
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8:00

Rombout Frieling graduated from the TU/e
Industrial Design programme in June 2005 and
joined therefore product design consultants in
London in September. Being part of the product
design team, he tries to find out how an interaction driven design approach could contribute to
the development of successful products.

I wake up in my humble room in Marylebone
and after a shower and a lovely English
breakfast, I am out in the open. The low sun
reflecting in the bus stop reminds me of that
hot day in August that I arrived here for an
interview, uncertain what I was going to happen
after my graduation. But now, it is business as
usual. One left, one right, one left and there
I am, in the old (and cold) studio building of
therefore - I head upstairs to my desk in the
main studio and I am happily surprised to
see AJ, a fantastic New Zealander and CAD
Master. He has to send out final drawings to
China today and decided to start early.
9:00

Let’s get to work. I’ve got to do some
additional computer renderings of internet
radios we presented last week. Normally,

a true everyday
of rombout frieling rombout.frieling@therefore.co.uk

first phase presentations are only done using
elevations (plan and side views) in Photoshop.
But because I am still trying to pick up that
method – requiring a lot of insight in how light
and reflections behave, I decided to modelup some models directly in Solidworks and
Pro-E and render them in ImageStudio this
time – which gives the nice ability to show all
product features from any sides.
10:00

Everyone is in now and it is time for the
Monday Morning Meeting. But no meeting
without a delicious cup of cappuccino, made
with the in-house designed Presso. Managing
Director Graham Brett summarizes his last
trip to the Hong Kong office and - as usual
- addresses all upcoming appointments and
deadlines. Pure, Samsonite, Croydex and
Toshiba are all expecting new work from us this
week. It is going to be challenging again! But
at least, I am happy to hear that one of the
radio designs I did last week has already been
approved by the client, setting me free from
doing the additional renderings. I am being
assigned two new projects: A redesign of the
keypad of an industrial PDA and a series of
DAB clock radios.
12:00

The PDA turns out to be a really difficult job
– to make a keypad a bit more aesthetically
pleasing, without having the ability to make
any modifications to the moulds. I decide to
focus on the use of colours and fonts, although
I realize that a reduction of the number of
colours will not contribute to usability. But I give
it a go. I trace the elevations of the device
in Photoshop and isolate all button groups in
different layers, playing around with different
colour combinations. But every aesthetic
improvement seems to cause a decline in
usability. I more and more tend to believe that
the existing graphics solution is not so bad, but
that the physical form and positioning of the
buttons needs a thorough redesign instead.
Hmm…
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13:00

‘Station!’ is the message from colleague Jez
and we go down to Marylebone station. It is
lunchtime and the station stores offer a wide
variety of food. When we don’t go to the pub for
a pie, we go here, often for some Chinese or a
pastry: cheap, hot and good. Back at the studio
I hang out in the basement workshop with the
modelmakers to see the CNC mill slowly cutting
out the top part of the radio I proposed. And
although this is an intermediate ‘yellow foam’
model, final models are always made out of their
final materials here: being ABS, Acrylic, Renshape,
aluminum, whatever – making the model is often
more convincing than the final product.
Before getting back to work, I have to fill out my
timesheets (hours spent per client per project per
phase) over the last week.
14:00

Jim Fullalove – another director – comes up
asking me how the PDA is coming along. I explain
him the problem I experienced and we decide to
try convince the client to go a step further – not
only doing ‘cosmetics’, but rather a thorough
reconsideration of human factors. We put the job
on hold and I set my mind on doing some form
finding for a series of clock radio designs that
have to be presented by the end of the week.
15:00

I have come to love radios. Digital Audio
Broadcasting is a big thing in the UK. And while
radios traditionally offer a lot of opportunity
to be designed on the basis of our interaction
with them, that is not as easy as it sounds.
Often working for companies that provide the
technology on prebuilt Printed Circuit Boards,
we as designers are supposed to develop a nice
enclosure for that existing PCB, not to redesign
the whole User Interface that would require a
completely new PCB and firmware. Moreover, the
(dogmatic, awful, ugly but real) rush of product
development allows just a few days to come up
with fully defined models and final renderings,
allowing very, very little time to found conceptual
wanderings, let alone user research. Experience
teaches that the space is to be found in the form

giving of the product: the lay-out of buttons, the
overall collocation of input and output elements
and the overall – primarily visual - identity of
the product. After a chaotic three hours of doing
loads of quick sketches on tracing paper, and
having found a few products to relate its identity
to, I feel it’s time to let someone else make a
decision what direction to explore further.
17:30

I am having a quick review about my form ideas
with Graham, Creative Director Patrick and ‘radio
specialist’ Charles. The first concept turned out to
be too close to an existing Sony radio I was not
aware of. The second one is received as having
some interesting principles to further elaborate
on, but a bit too far from the current brand
identity, whereas the third idea – incorporating
the idea of making the speaker the snooze button
– seems to be almost there. Next step for this
concept is to give the shape the dimensions to fit
the PCB – Patrick will help me fine tune the right
curves when I finish the 1:1 elevations. But first I
will have to sit on two more brilliant ideas…
18:00

Down to the workshop to do some finishing on
the foam radio parts: Milling the display cavity,
turning the bottom edge into a fillet, sawing a
split line and sanding, loads of sanding. A good
start – tomorrow it’s time to do the spraying and
to add the display and the other graphics.
19:00

Tonight, we break with the tradition to drink
some pints of Pride at the smallest pub of
London, across the street. We are off for a party
organized by tomtom UK. They have been one of
our closest clients over the last years (in fact, they
were neighbors) and today they moved a mile
west into more spacious premises. But just before
we leave, Tish - the beloved cleaner - comes in.
It makes me realize again how hard life is in
London: she works 7 days a week,
14 hours a day to stay alive. What a lucky
bastard am I to design at therefore!
The pints tasted good. The night was long.
Rombout Frieling
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